


This morning we will talk about:

Who am I? Who are you?

What is Life on Purpose and Why do I call it a Dance?

One Key Reason why people don’t Live their Purpose

How to Begin the journey to the Heart of your Purpose

Dance Moves and Next Steps

The Invitation



The Tao is called the Great Mother,

empty yet inexhaustible

it gives birth to infinite worlds

It is always present within you.

You can use it any way you want.



Rev Tammy St Amand, Co-Spiritual 

Director of 1 Love Awakening

Ordained Minister with the Centers for 

Spiritual Living

Have spent the last 20 years working with people in 

various stages of transition 
Helping students access Post Secondary Education within the 

Canada Student Loan program

Working with individuals in intense life situations in the BC 

Employment and Assistance Program

Counselling people in career transitions through Work BC

Providing One-on-One Spiritual Coaching & Mentorship 



You have come here today because 

there is something within you that is 

seeking something more. 

The world needs for you to hear your 

call. 





Your name, and where you are 

physically located right now

One word to describe what you bring 

into the room today – your feeling state



”Divine Urge is the inner desire to express life.

The desire to do and accomplish more, to be more completely 

happy, prosperous and well, is right. 

It is part of that eternally progressive spirit of unfoldment, and we 

should surrender the entire situation to the working of Intelligence, 

with the conviction that Intelligence will use us as a perfect channel.” 

~ Ernest Holmes

The world is in the midst of an unprecedented experience

If we are to thrive though these times, and not just survive, it 

is imperative that we draw upon our deepest selves to bring 

our wisdom and light into the world.

Connecting with the essential nature within us, with our 

deepest purpose, is the best magic elixir I have found for 

healing ourselves and helping to awaken humanity to our 

inherent wholeness.



“We do well to listen to this Inner Voice, for it tells us of a 

life wonderful in its scope; of a love beyond our fondest 

dreams; of a freedom which the soul craves.” 

~ Ernest Holmes

Urge arising from the deep wisdom of the Highest Self

Expressing your Essential Self within all that you do

Service – to humanity, to the Earth, to Spirit

The most profound unfoldment of Freedom within us – a 

way of Being

A Job Title or Job Description



“Show me how you follow your deepest desires,

spiraling down into the ache within the ache,

and I will show you how I reach inward and open outward

to feel the kiss of the Mystery, sweet lips on my own, every day. 

~ Oriah Mountain Dreamer, from the book The Dance



What prevents us from living our unique 

purpose?

Studies by Dr Barry Heerman with Team 

Spirit and Noble Purpose

Essential Self, Fundamental Dissonance, 

Bounded Self 

The impulse towards self-protection is 

natural… AND can be the breadcrumb 

trail leading you that leads you home.



We shall not cease from exploration

And the end of all our exploring

Will be to arrive where we started

And know the place for the first time

~ T.S. Eliot

Catastrophic Life Events

Doing the Inner Work



What if the resistance you feel is simply 

an invitation to transform? 

~ Tammy St Amand

Fear of making a change

To Pull Away OR To Lean In



Learn the moves, then make it your own

First Step – Step onto the Dance Floor – The Decision

Second Step – Find Your Inner Rhythm (or, Who am I, 

anyway?)

Third Step – Hear Your Song, Feel Your Spirit Move

Fourth Step – Claim Your Dance, Shake what your 

Mama Gave you, Celebrate!

Fifth Step – Surrender, Surrender, Surrender… and 

Love Every Step

Sixth Step – Take a Bow– Affirm Your Essential Self



"Take one step toward your desire, and you will have a 

new vantage point, new information, new questions, 

new muscles, and new energy. Even pain is a 

communication… experience offers tangible clues, 

tutorials, and eagle feathers and cherries that affirm 

your path."~ Tama Kieves

Step onto the Dance Floor – The Decision

Clear out your mental closet – Indecision takes up a 

lot of space

You are here because your soul is asking for a 

change



“Life responds to your decision by corresponding.  All the 

ideas you need reveal themselves in right order and 

sequence once you have arrived at a decision.”  

~ Raymond Charles Barker

Understand your mindset – what’s your “Why”?

Desire to move away from a currently undesirable 

situation?

Desire to move towards something that is calling you?

The cosmic Two-By-Four that has made it impossible for 

you to continue life as is?

“Shoulds”  - Family members or friends told you that you 

need to find your purpose?



Inner-Wisdom Conversation – What’s your “Why”?

Desire to move away

Desire to move towards 

The cosmic Two-By-Four

“Shoulds”

Freewriting – journal about where you are in your journey 

back to your Essential Self

Doodle, Draw, Create an image representing your “Why”



Moving away from = Divine Discontent = 

Discovery, Self- Awareness

Moving towards = Soul’s Calling = Deepening, 

Inspired Action

Cosmic Two-By-Four = Divine Timing = Surrender, 

Acceptance and Deep Self-Love

“Shoulds” from others = Call for Inner Trust/Inner 

Wisdom = Self-Discovery, Deep Self-Love



Moving away from = Divine Discontent = 

Discovery, Self- Awareness

What can you do to deepen your awareness of 

purpose within you?

Moving towards = Soul’s Calling = Deepening, 

Inspired Action

What can you do to deepen your awareness of 

purpose within you?



Cosmic Two-By-Four = Divine Timing = Surrender, 

Acceptance and Deep Self-Love

What can you do to be deeply loving to yourself to 

give yourself a safe space to heal?

“Shoulds” from others = Call for Inner Trust/Inner 

Wisdom = Self-Discovery, Deep Self-Love

What can you do to deepen your trust in your own 

Inner Wisdom and the wisdom of your personal 

journey?  



Deepen your awareness of what things increase 

your energy and what things deplete your energy

Resentment & Obligation Constricts the flow

Three choices:

Say no

Say yes and be in the energy of constriction

Change your mind



Where can you Say a full-body yes?

Where can you Say a full-body no?

Where will you do some inner work to change your 

mind?



6 weeks to:

wrap yourself in self-love, empowerment, clarity and play 

learn spiritual practices that will open you to your Inner 

Dance

Create your own personal Dance with Infinite Grace







May Life bless you abundantly

May Grace and goodness walk 

with you every day

May Love lift up Its joy within you

And may you know Peace.




